aBstract Aim: the quantitative structure-activity relationship approach was applied to understand the relative binding affinity of triphenyl acrylonitriles to estrogen receptors. mAteriAl And methods: a sample of previously studied triphenyl acrylonitriles was divided into training (18 compounds) and test sets (7 compounds) using a stratified random approach. The molecular descriptor family on vertices cutting (MDFV) approach was used in order to translate the structural information into descriptors. The relationship between binding activity and structural descriptors was identified using the multiple linear regression procedure. results: An optimal three-parameter equation with a determination coefficient of 0.9580 and a cross-validation leave-one-out parameter of 0.9408 was identified. The optimal model was assessed on a test set and a determination coefficient of 0.9004 was obtained. The MDFV model proved not to be significantly different from the previously reported model in terms of goodness-of-fit. In terms of information criteria (Akaike's, Bayesian, Amemiya, and Hannan-Quinn) and Kubinyi function, the MDFV model proved to perform better than the previously reported model. ConClusion: The optimal MDFV model was able to explain ~96% of the total variance in the estrogenic binding relative affinity of triphenyl acrylonitriles and to have estimation and prediction abilities. Although there were no significant differences in terms of goodness-of-fit, the MDFV model proved to exhibit better information parameters compared to the previously reported model using the same number of molecular descriptors.
The interaction of estrogens with tissues is accomplished through estrogen receptors (ER), a group of receptors activated by the hormone 17β-estradiol. 1 Two receptors are known to date: ERα (expressed mainly in uterus, stroma of prostate, theca cells of ovary, Leydig cells of testes, epididymus, bone, breast, brain, liver and white adipose 2 ) and ERβ (expressed mainly in colon, epithelium of prostate, testis, granulose cells of ovary, bone marrow, salivary gland, vascular endothelium, brain 3, 4 ) .
A series of hydroxylated and non-hydroxylated triphenyl acrylonitriles (TPEs) proved to have estrogenic activities. [5] [6] [7] [8] The structure-activity approach has been applied to link topological features of estrogenic drugs and pharmacophoric properties 9, 10 , structural requirements of ER ligand 11 , or reproductive toxicology. 12 A sample of hydroxylated and non-hydroxylated triphenyl acrylonitriles for binding to calf uterus estrogen receptors has been investigated by using quantitative structure-activity relationship approach. 1 The best performing model after removing one outlier (the residual value exceeded twice the standard error of estimate) is presented in Eq (1). (1) where logRBA = competition for [ 3 H] 17-ß-estradiol binding, S 6 and S 18 are E-states of C 6 and C 18 respectively, I 12-OH = presence or absence of -OH substitution in C 12 atoms (excluding H) in C 12 , n = sample size; r = correlation coefficient, r 2 = coefficient of determination, F = F-values (significance level at 1%), EV = explained variance, s = standard error of estimate, AVRES = average of absolute value of residuals, PRESS = predictive residual sum of squares, SDEP = standard deviation of error of predictions, Pres av = average of absolute value of predicted residuals, Q 2 = cross-validated variance.
The study aimed to model the relationship between topological structures of a sample of triphenyl acrylonitriles with binding estrogen receptor using the molecular descriptors family obtained through vertex cutting (MDFV). The best performing model was compared with previously reported model in order to identify the method with highest performances.
MATerIAl AnD MeTHoDs
The sample of triphenyl acrylonitriles previously studied by Mukherjee et al. 13 was included in analysis. The compound abbreviation, 2D structure and estrogenic activity expressed as relative binding affinity to the ER vis-à-vis E2 in logarithmic scale (logRBA) are given in Fig. 1 . The 2D structures of the compounds were drawn using HyperChem software (version 8.04). The molecular geometry was constructed using HyperChem, and the molecule was saved as *.mol file. The molecular geometry was optimized using Molecular Modeling Pro Plus: conformational analysis -moly minimizermakes moderate changes -refine (applied twice). The molecule was then saved as *.hin file (to be introduced in construction of molecular family on vertex cutting), the compounds were validated and the partial changes were computed whenever needed using HyperChem.
The sample was split in two sets: training (used to obtain the multiple-linear regression model (MLR)) and test (used to test the MLR equation obtained on training set). A number of 7 molecules were assigned to the test set, using the following approach:
Construct of strata of the sample (25 compounds) • based on experimental logRBA values. Seven strata were constructed and the frequency table was obtained.
Extraction randomly a predefined number of mol-• ecules from each strata whenever the frequency was higher than 1 (there was one stratum with a single compound; this was assigned to training set). One stratum with observed frequency higher than 4 was randomly to provide 2 com- descriptors proved to be valid and were used in MLR analysis after applying three validation criteria (Jarque-Bera value higher than critical value for the observed activity, identity analysis and inter-correlation higher than 0.99).
The MLR approach was applied in order to identify the best link between MDFV descriptors and logRBA. Statistica 8.0 software was used in identification of best performing model.
The identification of the best performing MDFV -MLR model on training set was performed applying the following criteria:
Highest explanation of the observed logRBA • (highest values of significant correlation coef-
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Folia Medica 2010; 52(3): 37-45 A comparison analysis was carried on to compare the best performing MDFV-MLR model with previously reported model with higher correlation coefficient using the following statistics: Akaike's and related information criteria 18 (the smallest the value the better the model was); Kubinyi function (FIT) 19, 20 (the highest the value the better the model is) and Z test for comparing two correlation coefficients 21 .
results
The best performing MDFV model in terms of goodness-of-fit is presented in Eq (3).
Ŷ MDFV = 65.11(± 10.35) -TASAAFDL*9.18(± 1.4) + GLCACPDL*(6.69·10 -1 )(± 1.62·10 -1 ) + GMHAAIDR*(7.84·10 -5 )(± 1.86·10 -5 )
where Ŷ MDFV = estrogenic activity estimated by the model, the numbers in round brackets represent the parameter needed to compute the confidence intervals for the slope parameters; TASAAFDL, GLCACPDL, and GMHAAIDR = the MDFV members. Statistical characteristics of the model from Eq(3) are give in Eq(4). where training = training set, n = sample size; r = correlation coefficient; r 2 = determination coefficient; r adj 2 = adjusted determination coefficient; CV = coefficient of variation; s est = standard error of estimate; F-value = Fisher statistic of the MLR model; T = tolerance (collinearity diagnostic)); VIF = variance inflation factor (collinearity diagnostic); r loo 2 = determination coefficient obtained in leaveone-out analysis; s pred = standard error of predicted; F loo = F-value obtained in leave-one-out analysis.
The model presented in Eq (3) was validated through its application on test set. Statistical characteristic are presented in Eq (5 The values of MDFV descriptors used by model (Eq (3)), estimated and predicted logRBA, and residuals are presented in Table 1 .
The goodness-of-fit of the model obtained on training set and its application on test set is presented in Fig. 2 .
The best performing MDFV model (Eq (3)) was compared to the model previously reported (Eq (1), in terms of information criteria (Table 2) and of goodness-of-fit (Z test). The goodness-of-fit of the model from Eq(3) was compared with the goodness-of-fit of the previously reported model (Eq (1)) and a value of 0.795 (p-value = 0.2133) was obtained.
discussion
The linear relation between topological structures of triphenyl acrylonitriles and binding estrogens receptors was successfully modelled. The MDFV approach that implements the fragmentation of vertices in the molecular graph proved able to estimate activities. 17, 22 Seven information criteria and three weights were computed in order to compare the MDFV model with the model previously reported by Mukherjee et al. 17 The best performing model was selected according to Hawkins principles 23 : highest correlation coefficient, highest Fisher parameter, lowest standard error of the estimate, and smallest possible number of significant parameters (n = 5•v, where n = sample size, v = number of variables in the model). The model with the highest correlation coefficient, the highest Fisher parameter, the lowest standard error of estimate, and the smallest possible number of significant parameters was considered to be the best performing model (Eq (3)). This model is able to explain ~96% of the total variance in the estrogenic binding relative affinity of triphenyl acrylonitriles. The Fisher-value and its associated significance sustain the significance of the model from Eq (3) while the t-values and associated significance sustain the significance of the MDFV descriptors used by Eq (3). The characteristics of the descriptor's contribution to the binding estrogenic activity of triphenyl acrylonitriles revealed the followings:
The interaction between structure and binding • activity proved to fulfill via bonds (topology -T) and space (geometry -G). Dominant atomic properties were represented • by electronic affinity (A), melting point (L), and relative atomic mass (M). The structure on activity scale is logarithm ( • L) and reciprocal (L). The binding estrogens receptor affinity of TPT proved to be of geometric and topological nature. It depended on compound electronic affinity, melting point and relative atomic mass (Eq (3)).
The validity of a linear model is sustained by the absence of collinearity within descriptors used The variance inflation factor gives the degree to which the standard error of the predictor is increased due to the predictor's correlation with the other predictors in the model. Values less than 0.10 for tolerance and values greater than 10 for variance inflation factor indicates the presence of multicollinearity. 24 The prediction ability of the model in Eq (3) was analyzed in leave-one-out experiment (internal validation) and by applying the model on an external set of compounds (test set, external validation). Internal and external validation analyses must be conducted in SAR analysis since high internal predictivity is not necessary related to high external predictivity 25 (effect known as Kibinyi paradox 26 ).
The leave-one-out experiment, 17 experiments were conducted with 17 compounds in training set (for identification of MLR model) and 1 compound in test set (the application of the identified MLR model). The values of leave-one-out determination coefficient (0.9408) proved to be close to the determination coefficient of the model from Eq (3) (0.9580) and indicates a good prediction ability (~2% difference between these two determination coefficients). The external validation of the model presented in Eq (3) was carried out and the model was applied on a sample of 7 compounds. The difference between determination coefficient obtained in test set and the determination coefficient of the model in Eq (3) proved to be of 4%. Thus, the predictivity analysis (internal and external) conducted for the model presented in Eq (3), revealed that the model is reliable and could be use to predict the relative binding affinity on estrogen receptors of triphenyl acrylonitriles. Furthermore, the reliability of the model presented in Eq (3) is sustained by the absence of significant difference between the observed and estimated mean of logRBA (training set), respectively observed and predicted mean of logRBA (test set) (p > 0.6, significance level of 5%).
A series of parameters were computed in order to compare the best performing MDFV model (Eq Table 2 , based on AIC values it could be concluded that the model from Eq(3) is more useful compared to model from Eq (1) .
As far as the goodness of fit of the models on Eq (1) and Eq (3) according to Z test was concerned, these models were not statistically different (p = 0.2133). Even if the models are not statistically different in terms of goodness-of-fit the MDFV model proved to be better in terms of information criteria and Kubinyi function.
The present study aimed to model the relative binding affinity to estrogen receptors of TPT by using information extracted from the matrix representation of the compounds. A valid and reliable model with three descriptors was obtained. The model proved its reliability in training and test sets. The analyzed sample size is the main limitation of the present research. Current research in our laboratory aims to characterize activities / properties of other classes of compounds by using the MDFV approach.
conclusions
In the present study an alternative SAR model relating the relative binding affinity on estrogen receptors with the molecular structure of triphenyl acrylonitriles by means of structural descriptors with the multiple linear regression approach. The best performing model proved to be able to explain ~96% of the total variance in the estrogenic binding relative affinity of triphenyl acrylonitriles and exhibits better information parameter compared to previously reported model with the same number of molecular descriptors involved. The assessment in test set of 7 triphenyl acrylonitriles not used in identification of the best MDFV model suggests that it performs predictively.
